FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Daw Systems, Inc. Receives White Coat of Quality Award for 2013
E-PRESCRIBING QUALITY
2013 White Coat of Quality Award Recognizes Industry Leading Performance Standards for
Clinical Quality and Best Practices in E-Prescribing
Albany, NY – May 7, 2014 –Daw Systems, Inc. - ScriptSure, a medical software developer
of Electronic Prescribing and Electronic Medical Record (EMR) technology, announced today
it has received a 2013 White Coast of Quality Award from Surescripts, the nation's largest
health information network. The White Coat of Quality Award was established in 2010 as
part of Surescripts’ Quality Management Program and includes the following key
requirements:
 Senior leadership commitment to a goal of zero electronic prescription content
errors; Award from
 Measurement and reporting of e-prescription content error levels;
 Implementation of software updates to reduce e-prescription content error levels;
and
 Communication and training for end-users on how to better utilize their e-prescribing
system to reduce errors.
“Surescripts is proud that our collaborative efforts with software technology providers and
health systems are producing continuous quality improvements in e-prescribing using
industry proven best practices,” said Ajit Dhavle, Pharm.D, MBA, Director, Quality
Management, Surescripts. “Continuous quality improvement in e-prescribing benefits all
stakeholders by improving patient safety, lowering costs and increasing productivity.”
Every day, millions of e-prescriptions are transmitted over the Surescripts network with a
goal of 100 percent reliability—from the time a prescription is prepared to the time the
medication is dispensed. Surescripts’ Quality Management Program is designed to help
software vendors and their end users make continuous quality improvements to help
enhance application functionality, improve e-prescribing workflows and ensure sustained
end user training. The annual White Coat of Quality Award provides a systematic approach
to e-prescription quality. Organizations that follow the program’s rigorous guidelines can
mitigate inaccurate, incomplete, or inconsistent e-prescriptions, issues that can result in
unintended consequences and costly workflow interruptions to prescribers and pharmacists.
About Daw Systems – ScriptSure
Daw Systems, Inc. develops E-prescribing and EMR applications for use by medical
professionals in private, group and hospital facilities. Daw Systems serves thousands of
users throughout the United States and across all major medical specialties. Daw Systems’
ScriptSure E-Prescribing product is class leading with extensive awards and certifications
that include SureScripts GOLD Solution Provider Status, 3-time winner of SureScripts’ White
Coat Award, Meaningful Use Certification and was named #1 best E-Prescribing solution by
the AC Group.
“For three years in a row, Daw Systems has received a SureScripts White Coat of Quality
Award which represents our commitment to fostering E-Prescribing and our pursuit of errorfree, reliable electronic prescription and related transactions for our customers. Thank you
to SureScripts for recognizing our efforts.” said Everett Forman, MD, CEO.

About Daw Systems
Daw Systems, Inc. develops medical software for all provider specialties with E-Prescribing,
Scheduling and EMR applications as its core products. ScriptSure E-Prescribing has been
ranked #1 and utilizes intelligent software design combined with First Databank clinical
databases, SureScripts GOLD solution provider status and our exclusive drug selection
methods. Accolades include SureScripts White Coat awards and successful completion of
Drummond Group’s ONC-ATCB EHR Certification; Full EHR Ambulatory Meaningful Use
Certification. To learn more, visit www.dawsystems.com. Connect with Daw Systems on
Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook.
About Surescripts
Surescripts is a nationwide health information network that connects, exchanges, and
activates health information between pharmacies, payers, pharmacy benefit managers,
physicians, hospitals, health information exchanges and health technology firms. By
providing information for routine, recurring and emergency care, Surescripts is committed
to saving lives, improving 2
efficiency and reducing the cost of health care for all. For more information, go to
www.surescripts.com and follow us at twitter.com/surescripts.
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